View the complete version: Is it generally classed...

Posted by: Matt
Date: 07-11-2010 13:57:25
...as being excessively rotten if you leave people in the shit if they refuse to learn or adapt to a situation they've
possibly been in several times? It's like if some plum keeps walking to the same spot on a cliff edge and slipping over, week
after week, and you keep pulling them back up as they're clinging onto the edge, what's wrong with just leaving them and
letting the chuffs fall after they've done it more than a couple of times?
Just wondered if my stance that they should learn or suffer the consequence was excessive? Surely plain stupidity has to give
out eventually and common sense make an appearance?
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-11-2010 14:01:14
Sooner or later you need to let them fall ...... a short sharp shock normally helps.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 07-11-2010 14:04:41
That's what I thought too. We seem to be in the minority though, it would appear.
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-11-2010 14:12:02
It's called learning from mistakes ...... as long as it does not end up as a Darwin award.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 07-11-2010 14:21:13
The great and learned zoologist earnst Mayer classified lots of things in his life, even due to meiotic sexuality, allied
with hennigan classification. His stance is to let the clever prevail, and the stupid fail...and in 90 years of zoology he's
accepted as always being right. Let the coq kill hisself. :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 07-11-2010 14:24:52
gwh200 wrote:
The great and learned zoologist earnt Mayer classified lots of things in his life, even due to meiotic
sexuality, allied with hennigan classification. His stance is to let the clever prevail, and the stupid fail...and in 90
years of zoology he's accepted as always being right. Let the coq kill hisself. :D
Ok but i hate funerals ....... all that wearing black
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 07-11-2010 15:53:16
So long as letting them fall to a splattery death is a metaphor, let them go. They'll not learn otherwise.
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 07-11-2010 20:26:07

:(
Experience is learning from your mistakes
Wisdom is learning from other peoples
Personally I favour wisdom (Despite having huge amounts of experience) however if you keep stopping the numbnuts from
making
mistakes then I won't be getting any more wisdom !
:lol:
Posted by: pirate-storm
Date: 07-11-2010 22:13:14
Matt wrote:
...as being excessively rotten if you leave people in the shit if they refuse to learn or adapt to a
situation they've possibly been in several times? It's like if some plum keeps walking to the same spot on a cliff edge and
slipping over, week after week, and you keep pulling them back up as they're clinging onto the edge, what's wrong with
just
leaving them and letting the chuffs fall after they've done it more than a couple of times?
Just wondered if my stance that they should learn or suffer the consequence was excessive? Surely plain stupidity has to
give
out eventually and common sense make an appearance?
for some people it's not a case they refuse to learn or adapt to something!! some just cant!!! depends on the person i spose.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 08-11-2010 17:32:34
Albannach wrote:
So long as letting them fall to a splattery death is a metaphor, let them go. They'll not learn
otherwise.
Metaphor it was. :D Must admit though, even if that was a real life scenario, third time around they would be dropping.
Posted by: flounderbout
Date: 08-11-2010 17:57:37
Albannach wrote:
They'll not learn otherwise.
Agree.
Albannach wrote:
So long as letting them fall to a splattery death is a metaphor, let them go.
Disagree.
Experience suggests that people rarely learn from their mistakes, unless they involve actual splattery death (in which case
they very rarely indulge in said behaviour again), or at the very least an imminent threat of splattery death.
You need to leverage this metaphorical cliff hanger into an actual splattery-death cliff hanger. This will increase the
relative importance of the lesson to the pupil substantially, and thus help to reduce (albeit slightly) the chance of
reoccurring pattern behaviour.
Ideally if, whilst maintaining the threat of imminent death, you could arrange it so that actual splatter occurs in
combination with the loss of a minor limb (the left arm is usually ideal), then so much the better. Pain is a proven
incentiviser, and limb loss helps serve as a permanent reminder of the lesson in question.

:whistle:
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 08-11-2010 18:23:04
flounderbout wrote:
Pain is a proven incentiviser, and limb loss helps serve as a permanent reminder of the lesson in
question.
:whistle:
Exactly!
Thats why there is no repect/discipline/ common sense in this country anymore, ever since a 'clip 'round the ear' was
outlawed.
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 08-11-2010 18:25:15
....And Matt, if I reply to one of your threads, maybe you'll see it!
Look in the moderators section!!!

;)

Posted by: Matt
Date: 08-11-2010 18:59:04
Doesn't time fly? :whistle: :D Replied. :)
Posted by: flounderbout
Date: 08-11-2010 19:05:57
Bushwhacker wrote:
flounderbout wrote:
Pain is a proven incentiviser, and limb loss helps serve as a permanent
reminder of the lesson in question.
:whistle:
Exactly!
Thats why there is no repect/discipline/ common sense in this country anymore, ever since a 'clip 'round the ear' was
outlawed.
"BAH!" agreed Brigadier Vince Leatherington-Smythe, as he shook out his Daily Telegraph in the corner "Bloody good
whipping,
that's what we had in my day"... ;)
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 08-11-2010 19:08:27
Thrashed to within an inch of me life...just to show me how lucky I am.
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 20:09:31
gwh200 wrote:
Thrashed to within an inch of me life..

I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 08-11-2010 20:22:03
Tintin wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Thrashed to within an inch of me life..
I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
wendy ? as in wendy hummer don't break down :lol: :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 08-11-2010 20:24:51
Tintin wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Thrashed to within an inch of me life..
I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
He was filmed on this red dwarf :devilish:
http://www.youtube.com/watch
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 08-11-2010 20:28:30
Tintin wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Thrashed to within an inch of me life..
I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
How very dare you...you know full well it's lexy. :D
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 20:32:53
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
Tintin wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Thrashed to within an inch of me life..
I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
wendy ? as in wendy hummer don't break down :lol: :lol: :lol:
:lol: :lol: :lol: :lol: :lol:
Nice one Trev.
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 20:34:07

gwh200 wrote:
Tintin wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Thrashed to within an inch of me life..
I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
How very dare you...you know full well it's lexy. :D
THREAD HIJACK.........
Just got a buyer for the 2.4!!!
Time to start the search for 5 new tyres for the 3ltr!! ;)
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 08-11-2010 20:36:46
Tintin wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Tintin wrote:
I thought that was just when you're Wendy at the weekends!!
How very dare you...you know full well it's lexy. :D
THREAD HIJACK.........
Just got a buyer for the 2.4!!!
Time to start the search for 5 new tyres for the 3ltr!! ;)
:threadjack: :tease:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 08-11-2010 20:38:05
Tintin wrote:
THREAD HIJACK.........
Just got a buyer for the 2.4!!!
Time to start the search for 5 new tyres for the 3ltr!! ;)
And there was me thinking that you were going to break out into song "wendy red red robin comes bob bob bobbing
along............."
Well done :D
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 08-11-2010 21:19:48
just remember al...cooper discovere tyres are made by spackers...apart from that,they are great! :D
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 21:29:38
Was looking at General Grabber AT2s

Posted by: steve s
Date: 08-11-2010 21:32:17
excellent tyres :)
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 21:36:07
steve s wrote:
excellent tyres :)
Hope so mate, waiting for a couple of quotes for 5 31x10.5x15 :D
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 08-11-2010 21:38:02
Pity you ain't this way .......these do some great deals
http://www.micheldever.co.uk
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 21:41:03
Just ordered some white MPH dial covers too!
http://www.lockwoodinternational.co.uk
:D :D
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 21:42:52
Bio Hazard wrote:
Pity you ain't this way .......these do some great deals
http://www.micheldever.co.uk
Cheers Ian, may give them a call for a qoute anyway!
Alan
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 08-11-2010 21:44:56
How the fcku have you all end up talking about tyres in a 'learning by mistakes' thread? :rofl:
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 08-11-2010 21:46:57
Tintin wrote:
Bio Hazard wrote:
Pity you ain't this way .......these do some great deals
http://www.micheldever.co.uk
Cheers Ian, may give them a call for a qoute anyway!

Alan
They did 5 bfg's for a ton cheaper than anywhere else
Posted by: Bio Hazard
Date: 08-11-2010 21:48:23
Bushwhacker wrote:
How the fcku have you all end up talking about tyres in a 'learning by mistakes' thread?
:rofl:
Rule 4..................
4. Hijacking of threads which are relevant to a specific topic is not permitted. Please keep the thread on the topic
for which it was started.
:devilish: :lol: :lol:
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 08-11-2010 21:48:47
cause he never learnt to use the search facility to find the best tyres
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 21:53:36
stormforce wrote:
cause he never learnt to use the search facility to find the best tyres
:lol: :lol: :lol: :lol:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 21:55:48
Bushwhacker wrote:
How the fcku have you all end up talking about tyres in a 'learning by mistakes' thread?
:rofl:
I refer the honourable gentleman to post number 22 of the aforementioned thread! :whistle:
Posted by: stormforce
Date: 08-11-2010 21:57:08
Tintin wrote:
Bushwhacker wrote:
How the fcku have you all end up talking about tyres in a 'learning by mistakes'
thread? :rofl:
I refer the honourable gentleman to post number 22 of the aforementioned thread! :whistle:
well done on the sale of the truck aswell Al
Posted by: Bushwhacker
Date: 08-11-2010 21:58:50

tut! Bloody newbies! :rolleyes:
Posted by: Tintin
Date: 08-11-2010 22:00:22
Bushwhacker wrote:
tut! Bloody newbies! :rolleyes:
Post whore! :devil:
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 09-11-2010 07:18:50
Gwh200 would like to announce his intention to make EVERYONE I come into contact with today, as miserable as I am. Is
that a
good enough thread jack.
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 09-11-2010 07:27:50
gwh200 wrote:
Gwh200 would like to announce his intention to make EVERYONE I come into contact with today, as miserable
as I am. Is that a good enough thread jack.
[puts on wild hair wig, buck teeth and picks up feather duster before singing(for a mental image think of yeti 5 years
back!)]
"Happiness, happiness, the great gift that I possess...................................." :devilish: :whistle:
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 09-11-2010 12:48:45
gwh200 wrote:
Gwh200 would like to announce his intention to make EVERYONE I come into contact with today, as miserable
as I am. Is that a good enough thread jack.
:/
But that's just normal for you ...
PS
Why are you miserable ???
:whistle:
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 09-11-2010 13:08:29
Predictable Bob wrote:
gwh200 wrote:
Gwh200 would like to announce his intention to make EVERYONE I come into
contact with today, as miserable as I am. Is that a good enough thread jack.
:/
But that's just normal for you ...

PS
Why are you miserable ???
:whistle:
Maybe he's lost his sence of Hummer :sofa:
I'll get my coat
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 09-11-2010 15:34:39
Well ive managed...nay, gone out of my way to make everyone as miserable as me today. Mrs GWH left for work a bit
sharpish,
so escaped. the kids just ignored me !
I did manage to make the courier mad though. He arrived with a parcel for me. I get a few bits and pieces from car builder
solutions, as they supply imperial sized hand tools, clips, and other frippery that is hard to get for hummers. I had a
garunteed delivery today of an imperial tap and die set. He bought a feckin metric one. The delivery promise is get what you
ordered...so i made him go back to kent and get the right thing...the brain dead,moronic,fcukwitted bunch of arse scrapings
from a dead tramp.
Posted by: Paul1566
Date: 09-11-2010 16:53:43
If you want imperial try your local john deere dealers.
My mate gets all his bolts, nuts and what not for his hardley daviscum from them.
Other guy gets bits n bobs for his CJ7 jeeeeeeeep from them also.
They do single items as well so you don't have to buy ten when you only want one...........
so i have been told.
Posted by: gwh200
Date: 09-11-2010 18:20:56
Thanks Paul...and bollix...no offence.
Posted by: meooo
Date: 09-11-2010 20:15:40
If those Hmmers are as bad as he claims, he must order in packs of at least 100 :) :)

